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Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have shown impressive performance in
computer vision, natural language processing, and many other applications, but they
exhibit high computations and substantial memory requirements. To address these
limitations, the use of cloud computing for CNNs is becoming more popular. This
comes with privacy and latency concerns that have motivated the designers to develop
embedded hardware accelerators for CNNs. Hardware accelerators like FPGAs have
become a popular choice for deploying Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). In
literature, researchers have explored the deployment and mapping of CNN on FPGA,
but there has been a growing need to do design-time hardware-software coverification
of these deployments. One of the first goals of this dissertation is to investigate a 2Level 3-Way (2L-3W) hardware-software co-verification methodology and provide a
step-by-step guide for the successful mapping, deployment, and verification of CNN
on FPGA boards. The 2-Level verification serves the purpose of ensuring the
implementation in each stage (software and hardware) is following the desired
behavior. The 3-Way co-verification provides a cross-paradigm (software, design, and
hardware) layer-by-layer parameter checks to assure the correct implementation and
mapping of the CNNs onto FPGA boards. However, designing a specialized accelerator
increases the time-to-market and cost of production. Therefore, to reduce the timeto-market and access to state-of-the-art techniques, CNN hardware deployment on
embedded accelerators is often outsourced to untrusted third parties (commonly
known as 3P intellectual property designers or simply 3PIPs) which raises security
concerns. Hence, the security of inference phase deployment of CNNs in hardware
accelerators is another research problem that this dissertation addresses. To secure
the CNN hardware, part of the CNN computation unit can be outsourced to third party
FPGA designers, without providing the sensitive information like initial and final
classification layers to these untrusted 3PIP designers. Next, this dissertation
demonstrates, for the first time to the best of author’s knowledge, that it is possible
to insert, we demonstrate that hardware intrinsic attack (HIA) in such a “secure"
design. Three different HIAs are proposed, namely: Shuffling of weights and feature
maps, Feature map based Stealthy Hardware Intrinsic (FeSHI) attack and Layer Based
Noise Injection (LaBaNI) attack. Novel triggering mechanism, exploiting the probability
distribution of each individual CNN layer, is investigated. Moreover, unique and
stealthy payload techniques are developed that leads to misclassification. These
attacks are non-periodic and completely random; hence it becomes difficult to detect
and the require minimal additional hardware resources (about ≤ 20%) for their
implementation. With the susceptibility CNNs hardware designs to hardware intrinsic
attacks and adversarial examples. We propose three defense approaches for the
detection and mitigation of adversarial and hardware intrinsic attacks. These defense
mechanisms are targeted to defend not only the proposed attacks but also traditional
adversarial attacks, with success rate ranging from 45-99%.

